IAT 336
Materials
& Design
FALL TERM 2008- LECTURE 4

Lecture Outline: Week 4
‣ Review/questions of last lecture/lab
‣ Quiz (moved to next week)
‣ Materials and Perception lecture

Human Factors Review
‣

We learned in previous lectures
that humans have developed the
science of human factors to
design better tools and
interfaces. We have determined
that human factors is primarily
concerned with three areas:

‣

The first concerns matching the
product to the capabilities of the human
body

‣

The second, matching to the
reasoning power of the human mind.

‣

The third, matching with the
surroundings in which the human lives
and works.
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Human Factors: The Form of
Function
‣

This evolution of form is termed ‘adaptive
morphology.’

‣

With humans, there is usually an attempt to
accomplish things with the least effort.

‣

In other words, much of the objects we design
and use have been designed in such a
way to make our work or tasks
easier physically and mentally.
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Materials: The Personal
Dimension
‣

Therefore, it can be said that our interaction
with products involves their technical and
aesthetic attributes.

‣

But that is not all, as products or materials can
have perceived attributes and associations

‣

It is in these, that the ‘personality’ or
uniqueness of the design is created and
nurtured.

‣

But can a material have perceived attributes or
a personality? (Ashby and Johnson)
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Materials: The Personal
Dimension
‣
‣

The answer is ‘yes’.
Like an actor, materials can
assume many different
personalities, depending on
the role they are asked to
play.
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Wood: The Personal Dimension
‣

A prime example of a material with personality
would be wood. It is a natural material with a grain
that belies a surface texture, pattern and a feel that
other materials don’t have.

‣

It is tactile- perceived as warmer than many other
materials, and feels softer.

‣

It is associated with characteristic sounds and
smells.

‣

It has a history/tradition: it carries associations of
craftsmanship.

‣

Many woods age well, acquiring a patina and
character with time.

‣

Interestingly, they can be valued more when they
are old then when they are new. e.g. distressed
furniture.

‣

Of course, many of these attributes can be
enhanced by the designer. (Ashby and Johnson, Materials
and Design)

Metals: The Personal Dimension
‣
‣

What about metals?

‣
‣
‣

They ring when struck

‣

The strength of metals allow for slender
structures- the broad, vaulted spaces of
railways stations or the spans of bridges.

‣

It can be worked into flowing forms like
intricate lace or cast into solid shapes with
intricate detail.

‣

And similar to wood, metals can age well
acquiring a patina than makes them more
appealing when polished. Examples would be
pewter mugs, silverware and copper roofs.

Metals have perceptions of being cold, clean
and precise.
They can reflect- particularly when polished
They are accepted and trusted: machined
metal looks strong its very nature suggests that
it has been engineered.

(Ashby and Johnson, Materials and Design)
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Case Study: The Story of the Concrete Ships
As impossible as it seems, the ocean once carried a fleet of ships built mostly
of concrete. Concrete, a mixture of sand and gravel bonded together with a
cement to form a solid, heavy mass similar to stone, seems an unlikely
substance to be used in ship construction.
During the first World War, though, steel was in short supply, yet ships had to
be built. Ship builders took the idea a Norwegian inventor had patented a few
years before in 1912 to use concrete instead of steel for the ship's hull. As
strange as it seems, a ship of concrete will float as long as the weight of
water it displaces is more than its own weight. It is a matter of density.
In 1917 and 1918 British builders constructed barges, tugs and fishing boats
using concrete. The Americans were more ambitious, commissioning a fleet
of 12 ocean-going concrete freighters costing 50 million dollars.
The concrete ships that were built followed the design of steel ships of that
era, but required much thicker hulls to get the same amount of strength that
the steel gave. A newly-developed form of concrete that included portland
cement was used because it was relatively light (Only 120 pounds per cubic
foot). Even so, the ships were much heavier than steel ships. The ship
builders also found that concrete was much more difficult to manipulate than
steel, making the ships more difficult to construct.
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While these ships actually worked, many sailors referred to them as "floating
tombstones" and did not like to server on them. Still, some of them were
used to transport troops back from Europe at the end of the first World War.
Soon after the war when steel was more abundant, the concrete ships
quickly became too expensive to operate. Their heavy hulls needed too much
fuel to push them around and the ships became obsolete. One was turned
into a casino, and another a restaurant.

Ceramics & Glass: The Personal
Dimension
‣

Ceramics and glass have a long tradition since
antiquity e.g. Roman and Greek pottery and
glass.

‣
‣

They are compatible with most pigments (colour)

‣
‣

Their only known weakness is their brittleness.

‣

Ceramics and glass have also survived the
Industrial Revolution.

‣

We see an additional perception today of high
technology: kitchen stove-tops, space shuttle
tiles, Kyocera’s ceramic knives and various
materials for extreme conditions. (Ashby and

They are resistant to most scratching,
discoloration and corrosion gives them longevity.
They are associated with the great craft-based
industries: Venetian glass, Meissen porcelain,
Wedgwood pottery etc.

Johnson, Materials and Design)

Polymers: The Personal Dimension
‣

Polymers or plastics, a relatively new material
which grew in popularity in the mid 20th century,
long had the perception of being a “cheap, plastic
imitation” which is hard to live down.

‣

This perception derives from the early use of
plastics: to stimulate the colour and gloss of early
Japanese handmade pottery.

‣

Commodity polymers are inexpensive. They are
easy to mold and colour (hence the term ‘plastic’)
making imitation easy.

‣

Unlike ceramics, they are easy to scratch, and UV
light can cause their colours to fade.

‣
‣

But overall, polymers have more benefits than faults.
They are a master of disguise: they can mimic the
transparency of glass or the opacity of lead, as
flexible as rubber or as stiff as aluminum.

‣

Polymers also have positive tactile features as they
are perceived as being ‘warm’

‣

They lend themselves to brightly coloured,
lighthearted and humorous designs. (Ashby & Johnson)
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Material Perceptions are
Subjective/Qualitative
‣

Research exists that explores the aesthetics
and perceived attributes of products.

‣

They suggest that a consensus exists in
describing perceptions.

‣

Defining attributes of materials can be tricky
because of the subjectivity; products are
perceived in the culture and context in which
they are used.

‣

For example, a product that appears luxurious
or aggressive today can be seen as ‘kitschy’
tomorrow. think of 1970s car styles!!

‣

However, we have the gift of language in which
to communicate. (Ashby and Johnson, Materials and
Design)
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Material Perceptions are
Subjective/Qualitative
‣

So there is a character hidden in a material even
before it has been made into a recognizable form- a
sort of embedded personality.

‣

A personality that when appropriately manipulated
by the designer can contribute to good design.

‣

It should be noted that the qualities or perceptions
we discuss in this lecture are qualitative in nature,
and do not take into account all the technical data.

‣

The question is: How can the perceived attributes
of products be characterized? We need a way to
express it in words. (Ashby and Johnson, Materials and
Design)

Material Perceptions are
Subjective/Qualitative
‣

One way to assemble a vocabulary for perceptions
is to do what any linguist studying languages would
do-listen to the words that native speakers use and
observe the objects about which they are speaking.

‣

Newspapers, magazines and websites carry product
reviews. They usually include pictures of the
product, bios of the designers, and typically a
statement by the critic of his/her perceptions of the
product.

‣

A survey of these leads to a list as seen in the
following list. (Ashby and Johnson, Materials and Design)

Materials, Craftmanship and
Superstition
‣

Few technical subjects have been so infested with
superstition as materials science.

‣

In ancient Babylon, the making of glass involved the
use of bodily fluids.

‣

In antiquity, it was common to bury corpses in the
foundations of buildings and bridges. The Romans
saw this as inhumane and substituted dolls.

‣

In modern times, we are less cruel than our
ancestors, but no less superstitious.

‣

There are still some elements of irrationality in the
ways that we choose materials.

‣

The questions of old versus new, natural versus
synthetic materials are ones that people approach
with emotional fervour. e.g. wooden ships are faster
than steel-hulled ones. (Ashby and Johnson, Materials and
Design)

Materials, Craftmanship and
Superstition: Steel and Iron
‣

Because of their interest in tools and weapons, the
early civilizations were inclined to have ‘smith-gods’.

‣

The Norsemen had Thor and the Greeks
Hephaistos, whom the Romans appropriated for
Vulcan.

‣

Interestingly, these gods were concerned with
metals. Hephaistos c. 1200 B.C. looked after the
supply of iron and of weapons and was very high in
rank in the pantheon.

‣

It is interesting to note that there was no god of any
significance related to non-metallic materials.

‣

One or two low-class demons were associated with
pottery works- but they sometimes caused the pots
to crack in the kilns- more like gremlins. (J.E. Gordon,
The New Science of Design Materials)
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Materials, Craftmanship and
Superstition: Steel and Iron
‣

Although many of these beliefs were
suppressed by the early Church, the strength
and feeling about the special nature of iron and
steel was reinforced with great interest during
the Industrial Revolution.

‣

The Victorians did not have ‘smith-gods’ but
they did everything they could with iron- short
of worship and iron and steel became
synonymous with industrialism and technical
progress.

‣

Everything done with metal was important and
was to be taken seriously; if also dictated that
anything done with non-metals was quaint and
unimportant.

‣

The rapid expansion of steel production did not
have its drawbacks. Steel mills were often
portrayed in popular culture in the nineteenth
century as a sort of faceless industrial
oppression, the life-blood of ‘Dark Satanic

http://www.mises.org/images4/DarkSatanicMills.jpg

Superstition Case Study: Severn
River Bridge
‣

From ancient times to the Industrial Revolution, there
prevailed a long and solid tradition of building bridges of
stone and timber.

‣

Timber bridges were not only common, timber could also
be used to create the falsework or forms for a masonry
bridge.

‣

Thus in the late eighteenth century when a new bridge
was needed to span the Severn River iron was
investigated as a material.

‣

Iron was produced in the area, but builders had a bias
towards traditional materials such as stone, because they
were considered stronger than the thin struts seen in iron
bridges.

‣

In the end, iron was chosen because of an acute timber
shortage.

‣

The benefits of iron were recognized in the short time it
took to construct the bridge as well as the lacy structure
which allowed debris to pass through during the flood of
1795.

‣

Because of this precedent, born of necessity, other
bridges were soon constructed using iron. (Petroski,
Invention by Design)
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The Perception of Materials and
Mass-Production
‣

What really made the industries in which were based
iron and steel so successful in modern times was
that they lent themselves best to to disciplined
mass-production and to the dilution of skill and
judgement at the individual level.

‣

Iron and steel could also be formed into numerous
shapes and forms, lending themselves to the mass
production and the consequent grow of the
consumer goods market.

‣

Iron and steel could be used from everything from
tools, packaging (tins), cooking utensils, sewing
machines and machine bolts for wagons.

‣

Mass production and steel allowed for the first time a
vast increase in part accuracies, consistencies not
available from hand-made objects.

‣

Mass production also allowed economy of scale and
lower prices for consumer goods, allowing more of
the public to own these objects.

Material Perceptions vis a vis
Product Styles
‣

One way to describe the perceptions of a product is
by thinking within the context of product styles.

‣

Describing a product as having elements of ‘Art
Nouveau’ or ‘Streamline’ conveys in a single word or
phrase, a cluster of ideas, some concrete, some
abstract.

‣

Each style is associated with certain materials- Art
Nouveau with carved wood, cast bronze, and
wrought iron.

‣
‣
‣

Streamlined with steel and aluminum.
Pop Art is associated with plastics.
Each carries its own form, decoration and colouring,
but also with the cultural, economic and intellectual
character of that era. (Ashby and Johnson, Materials and
Design)

Perceptions: The Impact of Modernism
‣

The design movement of Modernism,
(1880s-1980s) was heavily influential on product
designers, engineers and architects.

‣

This movement, which embraced mass production
techniques, rejected the notion of ornament in
materials or any historical references in the
design. Form was purely derived from function.

‣

Most importantly, design materials were expected
to look, feel and behave in certain ways. Materials
required an honesty and had to be true to their
nature. For example, concrete would be treated
austerely and not mimic carved wood.

‣

In the Post-Modernist era (1980s to present),
many of the cherished principles of Modernism
have been overturned, coinciding with the
development of many new materials such as
composites. (Marcus, What is Design Today?)
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Politics and Materials: Steel
‣

In 1912, an ex-theological student named Joseph
Djugashvili (1878-1953) changed his name to Stalin or
steel.

‣

Stalin later proceeded to live up to his name and
incidentally spent much time building up the steel
industry throughout the Soviet Empire through a series
of 5 year plans.

‣

Consequently, when Communism faltered, many
Eastern-block nations were suffering from a surplus of
steel producing factories and forced to close them
creating large unemployment. e.g DDR

‣

Even to this day, steel remains the material of politics
and power. When an Indian steel firm, headed by
Lakshmi Mittal, wanted to buy one of Europe’s oldest
steel conglomerates, politicians and activists protested
as if steel was equated with sovereignty.

‣

Similar in British Columbia, the timber industry has seen
its own turmoil. While wood is very popular for furniture
and construction, its renewability has been called into
question.

‣

Even though steel construction materials such as studs
have been around for years, wood is still the builder’s
material of choice.

Perceptions: Disposability
‣

There is no doubt that the introduction of
disposable materials such as low quality paper and
plastics, has been, on the whole beneficial.

‣

It has reduced the incidence of infectious disease
and made domestic chores easier. e.g. paper
plates.

‣
‣

The question is how far can we go?

‣

Many products wear out or break down for
miniscule reasons. However, one of the biggest
single reasons for throwing things away is in the
poor choice of materials.

It is one thing to toss away the morning paper, but
what about automobiles and refrigerators?

‣

While engine parts and refrigerator motors were
once made of steel, manufacturers are using other
materials in their place. Cars may not rust as much
anymore, but many of their components are not
repairable and can only be replaced. One example
would be the power drill motor some of us
dissected last week in the lab.

‣

Another reason for using less durable materials is
the notion of ‘planned obsolescence’.
Manufacturers know that if they created long

http://www.physorg.com/newman/gfx/news/fridge_sm.jpg

New Materials and Perceptions
‣

We naturally think of materials in cliches - e.g.
fibers are soft, ceramics are fragile and brittle.
We therefore expect their application to be
narrow.

‣

But Marcel Wanders’ Knotted fiber chair is hard,
and Kyocera’s high-fired zirconia ceramic knives
are extra-sharp and durable.

‣

Fibers do not normally create a rigid material, yet
by impregnating it with epoxy, a fabric created of
an up-to-date, high-tech fiber wit the age-old
hand knotting macrame technique can be made
hard and rigid enough to lie or sit on.

‣

In this way, Wanders arrived at a product that is
not only totally new but also confounds
preconceptions of its material. (Marcus, What is
Design Today?)
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New Materials and Perceptions
‣

Plastics are the most adaptable of
familiar materials used in design; the can
be made to look, feel in various ways.

‣

Plastics can also be manufactured using
different processes and they can ‘do’
many things.

‣

Gels, for example are soft polyurethane
substances that look like they are filled
with fluid.

‣

They yield when we sit on them as
pressure is equalized across the surface
and return to their original form when we
get up.

‣

Gels don’t leak or break, and are
commonly used as padding in medical
supports and in bicycle seats. Gels have
now found their way to furnishings.

‣

In Werner Aisslinger’s ‘Soft Cell’
transparent lounge chair they serve in
both utilitarian and aesthetic roles.
(Marcus, What is Design Today?)
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New Materials and Perceptions
‣

Soft polyurethane, which is used industrially for making molds because it is easy to
bend and hence release from its molds has recently been discovered by designers.

‣

Hella Jongerius, uses its properties to transform products that are conventionally hard
and rigid, such as sinks and vases, into objects that are soft and pliable. (Marcus, What is
Design Today?)

Image: http://www.jongeriuslab.com/

New Uses for Old Materials:
Perceptions

Image: http://www.brinq.com

‣

Flavio Deslandes sought new uses and
perceptions for a traditional material-bamboo.

‣

Using this plentiful and strong material from his
native Brazil, Deslandes built his bamboo bicycle
prototypes as an industrial design student.

‣

Since moving to Copenhagen, he has begun to
produce city bikes which utilize elegant, well
engineered steel components and the strong,
sustainable bamboo.

‣

The bamboo requires a special manufacturing
process to build but has a tensile strength that
rivals steel and is lighter and cheaper to produce.
(Marcus, What is Design Today?)

New Uses for Old Materials:
Perceptions
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‣

Bar and Knell, a group that works with
the German national recycling agency
to create environmental awareness,
molds its furniture from used plastic
packaging.

‣

The plastic packaging itself is not strong
structurally, but when laminated in
layers, it rivals wood.

‣

The designers have also flaunted the
origins of the materials with the
distended labels that shroud their
surfaces. (Marcus, What is Design
Today?)

Perceptions: Individualizing MassProduced Materials
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‣

Gaetano Pesce creates his Open Sky
resin furniture and lighting in a half
mold.

‣

His Baby Crosby child’s chairs (1999)
are made by this method in series; each
is unique, their variances due to the
hand of the worker, the colour of its
resin and its transparency.

Using Mood Boards
‣Designers use mood or

concept boards to convey
the overall feel of a
project, putting together
images and objects which
inspire, target desires and
facilitate creativity and
innovation. Mood boards
are also very useful at the
early stages of a project as
a guide tool to show to
clients for approval before
proceeding further.
(www.sunsettings.com)

Student Bar

Student Flat
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